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The measurement of conductor notion, caused by 
exciting a superconducting dipole magnet, is led 
to the measured field quality. 

Introduction 

Strict limits on the magnetic field hazsonics are 
required in synchrotronbendingrragnets. In the case 
of the Fermilab Doubler synchrotron, a calculation of 
the lattice shms that the superconducting dipoles 
require a sextupole canpment on the order of3x10-'/in' 
to correct for chramticity.1 Higher harmonics are 
generally required to be mller and independent of 
current. 

In order to realize higher field harmonics smiler 
than the chrcmticity correction, the conductor place- 
ment in the superconducting coils of the Fezmilab 
tbubler dipole magnet must be accurate to .OOl inch. 
A.5 the magnet is energized, the Iorentz force on the 
conductors rises quadratically with current and deform 
not only the coil but also the external stainless steel 
collar that supports the coil. The cor&ictor notions 
related to these deformations produce non-linear field 
terms which if too large will have to be canpensated 
with separate correction elements. The field pertur- 
bations attributable to the mgnet yoke are expected 
to be small as it is sufficiently spaced fran the coil 
to ensure minimal saturation. 

The cross section of the dipole is shmm in Fig. 1. 

n 

Fig. 1 Energy toubler dipole cross section. 

The coil consists of two concentric cylindrical layerS 

of superconductor, azimuthally segmented to optimize 
the bore field bmoqeneity. The inner shell has an 
inner diameter of 3.000 inches and contains 68 turns. 
The outer shell has an outer diameter of 4.298 inches 
and contains 42 turns. The wall thickness of the 
stainless steel collar in the median plane of the 
magnet was .375 inches. It has sincebeen increased 
to .571 inches. The force on the cmductors can be 
expressed in term of its azimuthal and radial cmpo- 
nents. At 4.5T bore field, the inner coil turns, 
*Cperated By Universities Research Association, Inc. 
under contract with the United States Energy Research 
& Developrent Administration. 

farthest frm tbs. median plane, experience a force of 
123#/inch in a direction that tends to cmpact the' 
coils azimuthally. At the parting line&s for02 is 
purely radial and elliptically deforms the collar. The 
conductor motions related to these deformations were 
msasured aud compared to the masured resultant field 
perturbations. 

Coil Motions 

mextensa~terwasconstn~ctedto~asure the 
axial strain in a suprconductkydipole during 
excitation. lMo struts, each held in place by spring 
tension, were placed in its bore, one at each end of a 
five-foot magnet. Wo concentric stainless steel tubes, 
each fixed to one of the tm struts, ore used totrans- 
mit the axial position of the struts out of the cold 
dewar environment. The relative axialmtion of the 
two tubes was then measured with a dial indicator. A 
typical measuresent is sham in Fig. 2. The permanent 
strain left after each cycle is due to friction between 
the magnet collars ard the coil. 
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Fig. 2 Axial strain during excitation 

The Indian plane radii of the coil ard the collar 
(Type I) were measured as a function of excitation 
current. The data was collected by noting the defoma- 
tion of calibrated hoops nuunted in the bore of the 
nagnet and on the o.d. of the supporting collar. The 
hoop deformation was measured with four strain gauges 
mmnted 90° apart alonq the hoop's circumference amlat 
the m.ximm strain pints. All strain gauges were &pa- 
rately nrmitored in the l/4 bridge configuration. l'he 
B2 correction term associated with this strain gauge 
cancels autamtically if the ring is calibrated interms 
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of the sumof the four absolute strains. 
Themeasured changeof the collar radius has an I2 

de@ence as expected for elastic deformations (Fig. 
3). Tbs differ-e between the inner and cuter radii, 
tk coil cuqxction, was less than .OOl inch, the 
accuracy ofthemaasuranent. 
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Fig. 3 Radial i%?tion Ixlring Excitation 

A "Scissaneter" was constructed to masu?ze the 
azimuthal omductor motion in the dipoles during exci- 
tation (Fig 41. lW GlO struts, each held in place by 
spring tension, were placed along txo different diam- 
ters of the transverse coil cross section. As in the 
caseof the extensateter, two concentrictubeswere 
used to transmit the angular position of the strutsout 
of the dewax. The relative angular notion of the tubes 
was measured with a dial indicator. 

Fig. 4 Scissaneter schematic 

Figure 5 illustrates the azimthal conductor mticm 
of three different coil. construction techniques. The 
coil with aramid insulation had a great deal of azi- 
nuthal mticn. Imprqnatirqtbasupsrconductingcable 
with'epoxy prior to application of insulation brings 
tbs motion under control. 

Field Perturbations 

The results of a harmonic analysis of two experi- 
mental five-foot, E-series dipole magnets are sham in 
Figs. 6-9. Since our emphasis here is on excitation 
dependent changes, the data have, with the exception of 
the sextupole caqxment, been averaged suchthatthe 
contribution fran the supsramductor magnetization is 
not sham and translated suchthateachharmnic has a 
zero average value at 0.4 kA. The first of thesemguets 
E5-2 (solid curve), was the last five-foot magnetwhose 
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Fig. 5 Azimuthal notion during excitation 
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Fig. 6 Nonnalizsd sextupole amplitude for two experi- 
mental iron-free ES-series dipole magnets. 

coils were mm-id with rectangular cable. This coil 
appears to be very stable in that none of the fieldcan- 
ponents varies by an amxmt sufficient to change the 
field hatqeneity at 2.0 cm radius by more than 3x10e5. 
The second set of curves was obtained fran E5-4 (broken 
curve), which was the first ES-series dipole to be con- 
structed with keystoned cable. Each of the field ccm- 
pmentsexhibits apronouncedde~enceonthe excita- 
tion current. This behavior is not representative of 
the experimentaldipoleswhichhavebeen produced. 'Ibe 
effect is primarily due to an inadequate azimthal pre- 
load on ti coil which arose during the transition from 
~useofrectangulartokeystonedronductorinthe 
ES-series. 'We shall new propose a smle rmdel which 
accounts for these changing harmonics. 
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Fig. 7 Nomlized decapole amplitude for twu experi- 
mental iron-free E5-series dipole magnets. 
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Fig 8. Normalized 14-pole amplitude for two expfxi- 
mental iron-free ES-series dipole magnets. 
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Fig. 9 Normalized 18-pole amplitude for tw expri- 
mental iron-free ES-series dipole magnets, 

The intemalcoilsurface and external collar sur- 
face undergo equal radius changes which vary guadrat- 
ically with the excitation current (Fig. 3). The shape 
of the perturbed cross section is closely approximted 
by an ellipse whose semi-major axis differs fran the 
rxminal coil radius by ez = .00026 inch/kA~. The 
mrrespordingradialand azimuthalmotion of a amduc- 
tor initially lozatd at polar coordinates (R, 0) are 
(elliptic approximation): 

AR = er cos (2 fl) 

A0 = -(e,/2R) sin (2 0) 

Ik effects of this motion on the harmonic coefficients 
have been included. 

!Ihe azimuthal canpression curve, while not shm 
here forE5-4,wasmeasuredandhasnearly the same 
shape but half the amplitude of El-32 (Fig. 5). For 
the pirpcee of this calculation,we have averaged over 
the mschanical hysteresis loop, subtracted ths azirmthal 
contribution of the elliptic defomation,arrl rmn-elized 
the curve to unity at 4 kA. The amplitude of themtion 
is the first unb-kown variable, with the relativemotion 
constrained to follow the shape of the experimentally 
determined canpression. Since= do not have physical 
access to the outer amductor shell, wa have assmsd 
the shapedetermined forths inner shellalsodescribes 
the azimuthal mtion of the taker shell. Theamplitude 
of theouter shell conductormtionis thesecord free 
parameter. 

The two constants ware determined fran a linear 
least-squares fit to the sextupcle and decapcle data, 
since these are the daninant multiples. The fitted 
sextupole ard decapole term are represented by an "x" 
in the figures. The correspording points for the 14- 
and IS-pole ccmpcnents are predictions based upon no 
a priori reference to the magnetic msasxmanents. The 
partial justification for this sinple mdel is the 
excellent agreement betwaen the fitted am3 measured 
sextupoleanddecapole. There are, hcwever, two addi- 
tional factcrs: 1) the agremantbetwaenthemaasured 
and predicted 14-pole and the correct qualitative 
prediction of the 18-pole (which is quite small to 
begin with) ard, mre importantly, 2) the fitted azi- 
nnkhal amplitude for the inner shell is within 10% of 
the measured value. (Ths predicted m&ion for the 
outercoilcorrespordstoachange inarclength, over 
42 conductors, of .034 inches.) 

Conclusion 

Two effective means have keen developed which in- 
crease the tiulus of elasticity of the coil. The 
first consists of mlding the roils slightly oversized 
ad then forcing them to size inside the collar: i.e., 
prestressing the coil. The second msthcd consists of 
irnpregnatingtha suparconductingcablewith several 
epoxy or alumina lcaded epoxy systems prior to insu- 
lating the cable. Both methods have been successfulin 
limiting themasured azimthal conductormotion. 

The magnet field perturbations were also roeasured 
in twc five-foot dipoles. In the case of E5-4 where 
the azimthalmtimwas relatively large, tkmaasured 
change in field harmonics agreed with the field pertur- 
bations calculated franthemaasuzedcoilxmtions. In 
ES-2, a rigid magnet, tk magnetic field was seen to 
ba insensitive to current except for ti-e persistent 
current effect. These measurements lead us to thacon- 
elusion that non-linear field terms arising frczn coil 
mtians are correctible to a level required for a 
synchrotron. 
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